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Abstract 
Csima, J. and L. Loviisz, A matching algorithm for regular bipartite graphs, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 35 (1992) 197-203. 
A timetabling algorithm of Csima is extended to a class of algorithms. It is shown that a new 
algorithm of this class produces a perfect matching in an r-regular bipartite graph of 2n nodes 
in O(nzr log r) time. The space requirement is NIL (apart from the space required for the input, 
assuming <Je do not have to save it). A match-making application is discussed and it is explained 
how marriages result between dating couples under certain dating customs. 
1. Introduction and background 
This paper is based on a timetabling algorithm of Csima [l] (a special case of 
ours) who uses matrix terminology in his treatment. Starting with a matrix M of 
positive integers and constant line sums, his algorithm changes M, step by step, 
alternately subtracting l’s from and adding l’s to, positive entries along its lines, 
hopping from rows to columns and vice versa, until the procedure terminates with 
a positive integer multiple of a permutation matrix majorized by the original matrix. 
His algorithm also appears in the problem book of LOV~SZ [5] who describes it, 
using graph terminology, as an algorithm to find a perfect matching in an r-regular 
graph. 
We give a class of related algorithms; each of them consists of walking along the 
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edges of the bipartite graph, alternately deleting and adding edges. The algorithms 
differ in the selection rule for choosing the next step. We analyse which selection 
rules guarantee a finite algorithm, and study the effect of the selection rule 011 the 
run of the algorithm. 
An important feature of the current paper is the presence of a complexity analysis, 
lacking in the earlier work. For the best version found so far, we give an O(n2r log r) 
upper bound on the running time. We are of course aware that the best known 
matching algorithms would give a better running time of O(rn3’2) (Hopcroft and 
Karp [3]; for general graphs Micali and Vazirani [7]; see also Lovasz and Plummer 
[6]). However, the simplicity of our algorithm seems to warrant its publication. We 
conjecture the existence of a selection rule that brings down the running time to 
O(nr log r). Our algorithm has very little memory requirement, in fact, no additional 
memory is needed at all if the original graph need not be saved. 
Also present in our paper is a sociological application, pertaining to the problem 
of marriage. We explain how marriages result between dating couples if certain 
customs are followed. Our marriage application has the same flavor as, but is dif- 
ferent from, that of Gale and Shapley [2] (see also Lawler [4]). 
2. Dating to marriage 
There are n boys and n girls in a village. A strictly enforced bylaw restricts to r 
the number of times a person is allowed to date each week. Eager boys and girls 
take full advantage of the bylaw, so a dating system is in place, by which each per- 
son dates the opposite sex exactly r times a week. The dating frequencies can be 
presented by an r-regular bipartite graph, in which the boys and girls are the nodes. 
The node set is bipartitioned by Nature. If x is adjacent to y we say that x is a 
girlfriend of y and y is a boyfriend of X. The multiplicity of xy is the number of times 
x and y date each other in a week. When this multiplicity is r, x and y are engaged 
to be married (and drop out of the system). 
The system of dating stays in effect until a girl gets bored. She then reduces the 
number of dates with her least favorite boyfriend by one (possibly eliminating him 
as a boyfriend), and sighs. The boy chooses from among his other girldfriends the 
one he favors most and ask her for an additional date. His request is granted, but 
the generous girl must reduce the number of dates by one with the least favorite of 
her other boyfriends. This boy then arranges for an additional date with the proper 
girldfriend, etc., and a chain reaction gets going. If all the girls grant additional 
dates when asked (and no other changes in the scheme are allowed), then the chain 
stops when the girl asked for a new date has only one boyfriend; in this case they 
get engaged. (This girl is necessarily the girl who initially got bored. Incidentally, 
with bad lack, she may end up marrying her least favorite boyfriend.) For the re- 
maining boys and girls, a new dating system is in effect. 
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3. The basic procedure 
Let G be a bipartite (multi-)graph; we call nodes in one of its colour classes girls, 
nodes in the other colour class, boys. The backbone of our algorithm is the pro- 
cedure of alternately eliminating and adding edges in an r-regular bipartite graph 
G, with the ultimate goal of reducing the underlying simple graph to a perfect 
matching. We find it rather amazing that this goal can be quickly achieved by taking 
a nearly aimless walk in the graph keeping record only of the current graph and the 
last edge traversed. In our notation we reserve G for the original graph and use 
subscripts to show the changes. Our basic procedure is then equivalent to construct- 
ing a sequence of nodes and graphs. 
Definition 3.1. A graph is r-semiregular if all but two of its nodes are of degree 
rz 2, one girl has degree r+ 1 and another girl has degree r - 1. 
Definition 3.2. A reduction sequence in an r-regular or r-semiregular graph Go is 
a finite or infinite sequence of the form 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) The ai are girls, the bi are boys, a0 and b. are adjacent nodes of Go, each 
with at least two neighbours in Go. 
(ii) If Go is semiregular, then deg a0 = r+ 1 in Go. 
(iii) Fori=O,1,2,..., wehaveai+rfai, bi+l#bi,andbothaiandai+i areadja- 
cent to bi in Gi. Furthermore, Gi+ I= Gi - ai b, t biai+ I. 
(iv) S terminates in Gk ok bk if k>O is the first subscript such that a,_ 1 bk_ 1 is 
not an edge in Gk. 
Obset ve that a reduction sequence is uniquely determined by the sequence of its 
nodes only, or by the sequence of its graphs only. It is also uniquely determined by 
its implied sequence of edges. A finite reduction sequence always ends in a regular 
or semiregular graph and reduces the number of edges in the underlying simple 
graph by cne. 
Definition 3.3. A reduction procedure is a composition of reduction sequences 
SOS&, l m=, S, such that the initial graph of So is G and the initial graph of Si+ 1 
is the terminating graph of Si for i = 0, 1,2, . . . , m - 1. The terminating raph of Sm 
is a perfect matching (with each edge of multiplicity r). Each reduction sequence Si 
is called a phase of the reduction procedure. 
Each reduction sequence liminates an edge in the underlying simple graph of G. 
When all but n of these edges have been eliminated, the surviving edges form a 
perfect matching in G. The last graph of the final reduction sequence has the edges 
of this perfect matching, each edge appearing r times (see Fig. 2 below). 




For the algorithm to be completely determined, we need concrete rules to con- 
struct reduction sequences. That is, we need specific rules to select he nodes bi and 
ai+ 1 of Definition 3.2. These selection rules may be changed upon completion of a 
reduction sequence or may remain the same through the algorithm. 
Not every selection rule leads to a finite algorithm. We can construct an infinite 
reduction sequence by tracing the edges of the 6-regular graph in Fig. l(a) over and 
Fig. 2. 
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over again, following the labels 1,2, . . . , 12. On the other hand, the sequence of edges 
of the same graph in Fig. I(b) can be viewed as the composition of reduction se- 
quences 1,2,3,4,5,6; 78; 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16; 17,18; 19,20,21,22; 23,24. 
Figure 2 shows the last graph of the last reduction sequence in the example aMve. 
4. Selection rules 
Let G be an r-regular or r-semiregular bipartite graph with t-2 1 and bipartition 
X= {X,&, . . . , x,}, Y= {Yi,Y2, *a=, y,J. We my assume that in building the reduction 
sequence in G the a’s are nodes in X and the b’s are nodes in Y. The original version 
of our algorithm uses the following rule: 
Fixed order selection rule. In selecting the next node for the reduction sequence 
always choose the one with the smallest subscript (from among the ones that are ac- 
ceptable). 
The above rule is a special case of the following. 
Variable order selection rule. Before constructing a reduction sequence, order, in- 
dependently, the neighbours of each node. If v is the node just added to the sequence 
under construction, then choose, for the next node, the first acceptable neighbour 
of 0. 
Before introducing further rules, let us formulate some local properties election 
rules may have. A selection rule is called consistent, if it guarantees that if we arrive 
at the same node along the same edge within the same phase twice, then on both 
occasions our edge of departure will be the same. A selection rule is strongly consis- 
tent, if it guarantees that if we leave a node v along an edge vu, then at the next 
occurance of v on the walk, we leave v along VH again, if at all possible (i.e., if vu 
is still present and we do not arrive from u). So a strongly consistent selection rule 
maintains a pointer at each node pointing to a neighbor (meaning the last move 
from that node, and specifying the next move). The pointer is changed only if it in- 
dicates an illegal move, and it is only this case when the rule makes the choice. 
A selection rule is called 2-bounded, if it guarantees that, within the same phase, 
for each node at most two edges are used for departure. 
The most efficient rule we have found so far is the following. 
Min-dated max-dated rule. This rule is defined to be strongly consistent, so we only 
have to specify a move from a node v if the previous move from that node cannot 
be repeated. In this case, if v is a girl, then she selects from among her available 
boyfriends one connected to her by the least number of edges. If v is a boy, then 
he selects from amopq his available girlfriends one connected to him by the largest 
number of edges. 
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Proposition 4.1. The fixed order and variable order rules are consistent and 
2-bounded. 
Lemma 4.3. The reduction sequence generated by any consistent 2-bounded selec- 
tion r&e CC nsists of at most 2m steps, and can be written m the form ABM C where 
each of A, B and C has at most 2n edges, B is a closed walk without repeating the 
same edge in the same direction, C is an initial segment of B, and m I r - 2. 
Proof. If the walk lasts at most 2n steps, then there is nothing to prove; so assume 
that it has at least 2n + 1 steps. The first 2n + I steps must contain an edge twice; 
in fact, there will be a node from which the walk departs three times, but it can 
choose only from two edges on departure because of 2-boundedness. 
Let uu be the edge first repeated uring the walk. Let A be the portion of the walk 
before the first occurrence of uv, and let B be the portion starting with the first oc- 
currence and ending just before the second occurrence of z/v. Then the consistency 
of the rule implies that B is repeated until an edge vanishes. 
Next we show that B cannot be repeated more than r- 2 times before an edge 
vanishes. Let N be the graph traversed by B. Each node in H has at least two 
neighbors. If every node of H has exactly two neighbors, then H is a cycle. Since 
this cycle is even, the multiplicity of every edge changes in the same direction each 
time H is traversed. Since the multiplicity of any edge is always between J and r - 1, 
it follows that it can change at most r- 2 times. 
If H has a node w with at least three neighbors, then by the 2-boundedness, one 
of these is never used for departure from w. So this edge is always traversed in the 
same direction, and again, its multiplicity changes in the same direction. We con- 
clude as before. 
The iteration of B is incomplete when an edge vanishes; we let C be its initial sec- 
tion that ends with the edge just added after the vanishing edge. Cl 
Lemma 4.3. The reduction sequence generated by any strongly consistent selection 
rule can be written in the form ABm C where A is a path, B is a cycle, C is an initial 
segment of B, and m 5 r - 2. 
Proof. Let w be the node first repeated along the walk (if no such node exists, we 
can take m = 0 and C= 0). Let A be the path up to w and let B be the cycle traversed 
between the first and second occurrences of w. By the strong consistency, B will be 
repeated from this point on until an edge vanishes. The proof then follows as 
above. q 
5. Complexity considerations 
Theorem 5.1. Any reduction procedure generated by a consistent 2-bounded selec- 
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tion rule finds a perfect matching in 0(n2r2) steps. In particular, any algorithm 
based on fixed order or variable order selection rules fiJzds a pprfect matching in 
O(n2r2) steps. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2, a phase consists of at most 2rn steps. There are at most 
P(G)1 =rn phases. Cl 
‘FL----- c a 1 Ilf;Ul~lll3*L* Tk ~t%i’fdwt pruceakre generated by the min-dated max-dated rule 
finds a perfect matching in 0(n2r log r) steps. 
Proof. In every phase, there is at least one girl who gets rid of a date completely; 
pick one such girl and call her the winner of this phase. Clearly, a girl can be a win- 
ner at most r - 1 times. 
We claim that if w is the winner of a phase, and at the beginning of the phase 
she has i boyfriends, then the phase consists of at most n(r - l)/(i- I) steps. Let u 
be the boyfriend of w who is completely dropped in this phase. Then the cycle B 
in Lemma 4.3 traverses the edge WD in the direction from w to v, and the multiplicity 
of WV is decreased with each iteration of B. By the min-dated n-lax-dated ruie, the 
. . . .m*t,881 wx..lt:-l:A+.. ec 
lluuai iiiuiupiiu~y u1 -tiii is either the sttiaiiest or the second smallest among the 
multiplicities of the i edges incident with w. Hence the initial multiplicity of WV is 
at most (r - l)/(i- 1). So the iteration of B costs at most n((r- l)/(i - 1) - 1) steps. 
The portions k and C add at most n, which gives at most (r - l)/(i-- 1). 
Thus the total number of steps in phases in which w is the winner is at most 
x;Zi n(r - l)/(i- I)< nr log r. Summing over all girls, the bound follows. El 
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